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With a significant amount of interest in sustainability and green design in the
commercial industry, this thesis examined the effects of the implementation of LEED
certification specifically within the built environment of restaurants. Being one of the
largest energy consumers and waste producers in the commercial retail industry,
restaurant stakeholders have a social responsibility to safeguard the environment from
such detriments imposed upon by the daily operations of their business. Yet, few owners
have chosen to implement green practices or sustainable features into the design of their
restaurant.
Case study comparisons of six restaurants, three LEED certified and three nonLEED certified, were conducted to examine the annual energy consumption and annual
waste creation of each restaurant type to determine the effects on the business
stakeholders as well as the Earth’s environment. A mixed-method approach using
qualitative and quantitative research methods was utilized during the course of this study
to determine accurate comparisons between each type of restaurant design and the effects
on the environment of those which implemented LEED certification. For comparison
purposes, the restaurants were grouped by service style: fast food, fast casual or casual
dining and classified as either a LEED certified restaurant or non-LEED certified

restaurant. A LEED certified restaurant and a non-LEED certified restaurant located in a
similar geographical location of each other were chosen for each service style category
for assessment. The data was categorized and evaluated according to each restaurant
grouping.
The figures obtained and evaluated in the study substantiated LEED certified
restaurants consume less energy and create less waste than the non-LEED certified
restaurants, resulting in annual cost savings for LEED certified restaurants and
implicating a reduced amount of negative impacts to the environment. Due to the
number of restaurants operating in the United States, further research in the area of
sustainable restaurant design is essential to the development of energy savings and waste
reduction procedures in hopes of improving and safeguarding the environment for our
future generations.
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Chapter I: Introduction
This thesis will examine the implementation of LEED certification in reference to
the built environment of restaurants within the United States and the effects on the
business stakeholders1, occupants, general community and the environment. Particularly,
this thesis will focus on the requirements of LEED certification using the LEED 2009
Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction as well as comparisons of
restaurants that utilize sustainable design features with those that do not using
information from case studies as units of measure. This study will highlight four credits
from the LEED 2009 Reference Guide for Green Building Design and Construction:
Energy and Atmosphere Credit 1 - Optimize Energy Performance, Energy and
Atmosphere Credit 6 - Green Power, Materials and Resources Prerequisite Credit 1 Storage and Collection of Recyclables, and Materials and Resources Credit 4 – Recycled
Content. By evaluating case studies of various restaurants that have incorporated green
design into their buildings with those that have not, this study will analyze how those
sustainable design implementations affect the building stakeholders, occupants, the
general community and earth’s environment.
It is reasonable to believe that most of us, humans, want to make the world a
better place to live, work and enjoy not just for ourselves, but for our children, our
children’s children and so on. Some may ask, “What is the difference between green
design and sustainable design?” “Green implies protecting people’s health and wellbeing through the use of natural products and safer procedures. Sustainable implies
reducing the environmental impact from the manufacturer to the product user.”
(Krioussis, 2011) However, for the purpose of this study, I will refer to green design and
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sustainable design interchangeably given that restaurants require both green design as
well as sustainable design to meet the end goal of LEED certification.
LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design and represents
a building rating system created by the United States Green Building Council (USGBC)
in 1993 as a definitive standardized system to “evaluate environmental performance from
a whole-building perspective over a building’s life cycle, providing a definitive standard
for what constitutes a green building in design, construction, and operation.” (U.S. Green
Building Council, 2009) The building design, construction and operations industry is
immense and the environmental impact of these trades are even greater, consuming
“more than 30% of the total energy and more than 60% of the electricity used in the
United States. In 2006, the commercial building sector produced more than 1 billion
metric tons of carbon dioxide”. (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
As one of the world's largest energy users in the commercial retail industry,
restaurants “use almost five times more energy per square foot than any other type of
commercial building” (Horovitz, 2008) according to Pacific Gas & Electric's Food
Service Technology Center (FSTC). On average, restaurants consume approximately
“500,000 kilowatt hours of electricity, 20,000 therms of natural gas and 800,000 gallons
of water” (Horovitz, 2008) annually, which accounts for “490 tons of carbon dioxide
produced per year per restaurant” (Horovitz, 2008) according to the most recent
Environmental Protection Agency carbon equivalents. Furthermore, there is the concern
of the amount of trash generated by restaurants on an annual basis. Restaurants generate
approximately “100,000 pounds [50 tons] of garbage per location per year” (Horovitz,
2008). In the “spring of 2014, there were 635,494 restaurants in the United States” (The
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Statistics Portal, 2015), which means approximately 32 million tons of trash is produced
annually solely from restaurants in the U.S. To put those figures into perspective, the
entire U.S. population generates over 164 million tons of trash each year (Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) in the United States 2012 Infographic, 2012 ) which ends up in
landfills, and roughly 20% of that is generated exclusively by the restaurant industry,
triggering a considerable negative impact to our environment.

Solid Waste Generated Annually
in the United States (tons)
4%

20%

76%

Hospitals

Restaurants

Other Commercial Businesses

Figure 1 | Amount of solid waste generated annually in the United States chart indicating the restaurant industry's
responsibility for 20% of overall commercial waste in U.S. equaling approximately 32 million tons of trash
annually. Calculations for waste generated annually for Hospitals taken from
https://practicegreenhealth.org/topics/waste.

As of 2013, only “38 restaurants in the U.S.” (Rotelli, 2013) are LEED certified.
Green building practices have the ability to reduce, and in some cases eliminate, these
negative effects restaurants inflict on the environment through the use of energy efficient,
high performance equipment as well as innovative design and construction practices.
With the goal of implementing sustainable design practices into restaurants across the
U.S., this thesis will examine the effects of restaurant design and construction on the
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overall environment. More specifically, this investigation will explore sustainable design
implemented in restaurants and case studies of LEED certified restaurants versus those
without certification and the resulting effect on the earth’s ecosystem.
Chapter II: Literature Review
2.1 Research Problem
Since the mid 1990’s, there has been a significant increase of awareness in
sustainable design and construction practices in the building industry. With this
cognizance came the advancement of environmentally friendly technologies, such as
energy saving and waste reduction equipment and procedures, which aid in reducing the
negative impacts to the earth imposed from the design and construction industry.
Continual research persists in the developments of alternative, environmentally
responsible building practices, and many commercial syndicates are implementing these
new eco-friendly trends into the design of their business and operations. However, few
restaurants have applied these new trends, regardless of being one of the largest energy
users in the commercial retail industry. Any business that continues to consume a
considerable amount of energy and expend even more in waste is a detriment to the
environment. Extended hours of operation, specialized equipment and sheer demand
make up a considerable amount of the substantial energy consumption exhausted by
restaurants. Moreover, approximately 20% of waste produced in the U.S. is created
exclusively by restaurants consequently further deteriorating our ecosystem.
This ignorance of environmental awareness has been compounded by owners that
have a short-sighted vision of building timely-cheap restaurants to make a quick profit;
yet, disregard long-term effects of increased operating expenses as a consequence of
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inefficiencies in design and construction. In 2013, there were only “38 restaurants in the
U.S. with LEED certification” (Rotelli, 2013) equating to less than .00007% of all
restaurants, which means the majority of restaurants are not implementing environmental
stewardship into the design of their businesses. The remaining inefficient buildings,
though commonly less expensive to design and construct, are more costly to operate and
as a consequence, decreases the proprietor’s profit margin.
The extensive negative effects of disregarding the implementation of sustainable
building practices in restaurant design highlights higher operating costs and lowering
profit margins for business stakeholders, and ultimately perpetrating detrimental impacts
to the earth’s deteriorating ecosystem.
2.2 Research Significance
Restaurants are a staple of the U.S. economy. In 2014, the National Restaurant
Association’s Restaurant Industry Forecast report indicated projected sales of restaurant
and foodservice to total approximately $683.4 billion increasing the rate from 2013 by
3.6 %. (Facts At A Glance | National Restaurant Association, 2015) While it is important
to understand the significance of a growing industry and its effect on the stimulation of
our economy as well as a stakeholder’s return on investment, it is imperative to recognize
the magnitude of detriment these inefficient buildings impose on the earth’s ecosystem.
“Continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and long-lasting
changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe,
pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems. Limiting climate change
would require substantial and sustained reductions in greenhouse gas emissions which,
together with adaptation, can limit climate change risks.” (Intergovernmental Panel on
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Climate Change, 2014) Using approximately “five times more energy per square foot
than any other type of commercial building” (Horovitz, 2008) and producing
approximately 20% of industry waste, restaurants have the utmost responsibility to evoke
this adaptation of change.

Figure 2 Commercial Energy Use, Energy Use Intensity, and Energy Use Factors. Source: DOE, EERE, “Trend Data:
Commercial Buildings Sector,” updated 14 May 2008. Note: The indicators on this chart are based on an Energy Use
Index that is calibrated to 1985 levels. (Department of Energy , 2010)

Though sustainable restaurants typically necessitate an increase to project costs,
they offer notably lower operating expenses in the short and long term by reducing their
waste output and carbon footprint, thus increasing a stakeholder’s financial gain. In an
unstable economy, restaurants must compete for customers and revenue. Consequently,
it is only appropriate to assume sustainable restaurants stand out among the competition
with smart design concepts that enhance the image of environmental stewardship within
the community, subsequently bringing in more customers and increasing sales.
This study will provide an understanding that the building industry is constantly
shifting to accommodate the newest trends, such as implementing LEED certification into
restaurant design. Specifically, this study examines actual details, such as energy
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consumption and recycling measures of restaurants that have successfully achieved
LEED certification, as case studies, to prove that it is possible to implement green design
practice into restaurant design. Those most recent guiding principles, being sustainable
design practices and LEED certification, examine how those trends turn into profit by
making smart environmental driven decisions during the design process and prevent
further damage to the earth’s environment.
Chapter III: Energy and Atmosphere
For thousands of years, humans have had an impact on the environment, though,
the impact was negligible until the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
Industrialization introduced a change to mechanical, specialized machinery, factories and
mass production which drastically increased the volume of manufactured goods and the
quality of life of those living during that time. However, with this new process brought a
greater consumption of the earth’s resources, a consumption much faster than the earth
could regenerate. As the planet’s non-renewable resources continue to deplete, we as
humans must be cognizant of this exhaustion from continuous growth from human
population and that of the commercial industry.
While global warming may be a worldwide phenomenon still scrutinized by
many, proven scientific evidence on climate change has recently surfaced with alarming
results. Greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), nitrogen
oxides and methane, trap the heat from sunlight near the earth’s surface to keep the earth
warm, a process generally known as the greenhouse effect. This natural occurrence
regulates the earth’s temperatures allowing all living beings to exist on earth today.
Nevertheless, recent scientific findings have shown “increases in the concentration of
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these gases which have exceeded the amount sequestered in the biomass, the oceans and
other sinks. This has led to increases in air temperatures around the globe ranging from 0.26C in 1880 up to 0.63C in 2011 (National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
2011)” (Sloan, Legrand, & Chen, 2014).

Figure 3. This graph, based on the comparison of atmospheric samples contained in ice cores and more recent direct
measurements, provides evidence that atmospheric CO2 has increased since the Industrial Revolution. (Credit: Vostok
ice core data/J.R. Petit et al.; NOAA Mauna Loa CO2 record.) Retrieved from (California Institute of Technology ,
2014)

The human population, the earth’s environment and the economy are all
interconnected; one affects another. As “the world’s largest polluter” (Sloan, Legrand, &
Chen, 2014), the U.S. must act to correct the deficiencies of un-renewable resources to
prevent further threat to the planet. The nation must stimulate a sustainable economy,
one which rewards those who minimize the consequences of energy mass consumption.
It is logical then to begin implementing this theory with one of the largest energy users in
the commercial retail industry: restaurants.
3.1 Energy and Atmosphere Credit 1: Optimize Energy Performance
“The energy performance of a building depends on its design.” (U.S. Green
Building Council, 2009) There are a number of attributes that contribute to how a
building efficiently uses energy; heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC),
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lighting systems, other specialized mechanical systems, water efficiency techniques all
effect the building’s efficiency, as does the building envelope as a whole. Each of these
design decisions affect the overall burden imposed upon the earth’s ecosystem. “Data
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration show that buildings are responsible for
almost half (48%) of all energy consumed and greenhouse gases emitted annually. EPA
estimates that if the energy efficiency of commercial and industrial buildings improved
by 10%, the resulting greenhouse gas reductions would be equivalent to taking about 30
million vehicles off the road.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
The LEED Energy and Atmosphere credit for Optimize Energy Performance can
achieve up to 19 points for new construction projects and up to 21 points for core and
shell2 projects. To achieve these points for this credit, one of three compliance paths
must be chosen in addition to achieving the three prerequisite credits of: Fundamental
Commissioning of Building Energy Systems, Minimum Energy Performance and
Fundamental Refrigerant Management. The first possible path to fulfill this requirement
is Option 1 – Whole Building Energy Simulation (1-19 points for new construction, 3-21
points for core and shell). This compliance path requires the use of computer simulation
modeling software to calculate a baseline of energy performance according to a specific
standard set forth by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) Standard 90.1-2007. The
points for this option are based on minimum energy cost savings by percentage, with
percentages ranging from 12% to 48% of energy cost savings for new buildings and 8%
to 44% of energy cost savings for existing building renovations. This is the only credit
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option available in LEED certification that offers the greatest amount of points toward
certification; therefore, typically considered during the certification process.
The second of the three compliance paths to fulfill this LEED credit is Option 2 –
Prescriptive Compliance Path: ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide worth 1 point.
For this particular compliance path, restaurants would fall under Path 2, ASHRAE
Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Retail Buildings 2006, which requires the
building to be under 20,000 square feet and have a retail type occupancy. To obtain the
credit point toward LEED certification, the project must comply with prescriptive
measures according to the ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide and comply with all
relevant standards as stated in the design guide for the specific climate zone of where the
restaurant building is located.
The third compliance path is yet another prescriptive method, Option 3 –
Prescriptive Compliance Path: Advanced Buildings™ Core Performance™ Guide, with
the potential of obtaining 3 points. The New Buildings Institute developed the Advanced
Buildings™ Core Performance™ Guide which identified prescriptive measures in which
buildings must conform. Additionally, the restaurant building must be less than 100,000
square feet and follow “Section 1: Design Process Strategies, and Section 2: Core
Performance Requirements.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
3.2 Energy and Atmosphere Credit 6: Green Power
There are a number of products on the market that promote themselves as being
“green”, yet some fall short of meeting standards of what green products are required to
be. True green electricity products, in particular, have the reputation of reducing impacts
of pollution and energy consumption by utilizing renewable energy sources. “Using
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renewable energy generated either on-site or off-site is an excellent way for owners to
reduce the negative environmental impacts on air and water associated with a building’s
energy requirements.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) This LEED credit requires
the renewable energy used for the building be green certified by the Green-e Energy
program or a program with comparable requirements. The Green-e Energy program was
developed by the Center for Resource Solutions to promote the benefits and
implementation of green electricity and provides a standardized method to identify true
“green” products.
To achieve this credit, worth 6 points, one of three of the following approaches
must be met. The first method allows building owners to select a Green-e certified power
provider, on condition that the building is in a state that allows an open electricity
market.3 Additionally, the building owners must “secure a 2-year contract for a minimum
of 35% of the annual electrical power consumption from a Green-e-certified provider.”
(U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) The second form of approach to earn this credit is
to enroll the building in a renewable power program for a minimum of 35% of the
provided electrical energy, so long as the state has a closed electricity market.4 To earn
credit points for this method, the building owners must enroll in a 2 year contract, or use
another strategy to accumulate 2 years’ worth of renewable energy for the allotment
anticipated for total energy use of the building. Depending upon the program offered by
the state’s governing utility contract, typically the programs are organized to allow the
building owners or utility customer to choose how much electricity they use to be
distributed from renewable sources. The third and final way to achieve this credit may
only be applied if Green-e-certified power is unavailable for purchase through the local
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utility company. Building owners can still achieve this credit by purchasing Green-eaccredited renewable energy certificates (RECs) that equal 35% of predicted annual
electricity consumption over a 2 year period. The RECs may be purchased all at once or
may be purchased in separate payments. RECs, also known as “green-tags” or “carbon
credits” provide compensation for “Green-e generators for the premium of production
over the market rate they sell to the grid.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) Many
LEED certified restaurant owners choose this approach to validate offsetting the
building’s carbon footprint with RECs due to excessive energy use as a result of typical
business operations.
Chapter IV: Materials and Resources
“Building operations generate a large amount of waste on a daily basis.” (U.S.
Green Building Council, 2009) This considerable waste generation increases the building
and operational costs due to disposal and collection fees and additional costs added to
products as a result of the addition of unnecessary materials, such as packaging. Meeting
many of the LEED credits under Materials and Resources can significantly reduce the
amount of waste that end up in landfills across America. More businesses are becoming
more aware of the rising costs of waste disposal rates, nevertheless many still disregard
the environmental impacts from waste disposal in landfills and the increase in demand of
virgin materials.
Reusing existing structures in place of constructing new buildings is one of the
most effective ways to reduce the environmental impacts of waste generation.
Unfortunately, many restaurants, especially larger chain restaurants with specific
architectural and design standards of how the building should look, prevent the reuse of
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existing spaces. Constructing new buildings, however, can utilize new sustainable and
alternative sources, such as salvaged materials or rapidly renewable materials to save
costs, minimize the consumption of depleting natural resources and add character to the
newly built structure. Recycling construction debris on the construction site also
decreases dependence on landfills. “EPA reports that in 2007 there were 34 mixed waste
processing facilities in the United States handling about 43 million tons of waste per
day.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) Conversely, over the past few years,
recycling within the United States has increased significantly. “In 1960, only 6.4% of
U.S. waste was recycled. By 2006, the amount climbed to 32.5%.” (U.S. Green Building
Council, 2009)
Many businesses caught onto the recycling craze as a result of significant cost
savings for waste disposal and consequently enhancing their public reputation for
promoting ecofriendly operations and environmental responsibility. Starbucks® is one
company in particular that many consumers frequent that represents environmental
awareness in the use of recycled materials within their stores, despite the fact that many
Starbucks® stores are not LEED certified. In a study conducted by the National
Restaurant Association, approximately “60% [of consumers] said they prefer to patronize
restaurants that recycle, with 51% saying they are willing to pay an average of 10% more
at restaurants that do recycle.” (National Restaurant Association, 2015)
4.1 Prerequisite 1: Storage and Collection of Recyclables
The diversion of waste from landfills can help significantly decrease pollution to
our land, water and air. “For example, recycling 1 ton of paper prevents the processing of
17 trees and saves 3 cubic yards of landfill space.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
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It is reasonable for company stakeholders to believe that the more waste the business
generates, the more costly the fees will be for the collection and disposal of that waste.
By establishing convenient recycling opportunities within restaurants, consumers can
help facilitate the reduction of waste and therefore encourage other patrons and restaurant
owners to contribute in safeguarding the environment.
In order for the project to pursue any credits under Materials and Resources for
LEED accreditation, Prerequisite 1: Storage and Collection of Recyclables must first be
achieved. The intent of this prerequisite credit is to “facilitate the reduction of waste
generated by building occupants that is hauled to and disposed of in landfills.” (U.S.
Green Building Council, 2009) Implementing this requirement within the building
design is quite easy. The building’s square footage determines the minimum area of
square footage needed in order to provide an adequate sized space for recycling and
storage. The design of the dedicated recycling and storage area must be easily accessible
within the restaurant in order to encourage recycling among the patrons frequenting the
restaurant.
The recycling and storage areas must also be visibly identified within common
areas to provide ease of access for both patrons and maintenance and deter
contamination. There are 5 materials that are typically collected: paper, cardboard,
plastics, glass, and metals, though not all may be applicable to restaurant waste recycling.
These 5 materials make up approximately 54% of the waste stream.5 Figure 4 illustrates
the breakdown of materials from municipal solid waste generation in 2012.
With this prerequisite, it is important to consider the operations and maintenance
policies that outline the restaurant’s protocol for the education of staff members. It is
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essential to explain to employees the benefits of recycling, environmental as well as
financial, to ensure it is followed through with most if not all customers. Implementing
recycling is a straightforward and economical way to reduce waste in the restaurant
industry.

Figure 4. Total Municipal Solid Waste Generation (by material), 2012 – 251 Million Tons (before recycling) Source:
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2012).

4.2 Materials and Resources Credit 4: Recycled Content
Over the past few years, there have been vast improvements in the management of
waste production. Every business in the U.S. is conscious of the economic benefits of
recycling, reducing waste and conserving energy. Even the media has done its part to
ensure the general public is aware of current environmental issues regarding household
energy usage and waste production. However, regardless of the fact that society may
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indeed be more environmentally aware, much evidence has shown that their standpoints
on environmentalism and willingness to recycle remain cautious and indecisive, and in
turn, continue to feed consumerism by squandering energy resources and further creating
more waste in our landfills. Restaurants can encourage sustainability by practicing and
publicizing green strategies for waste management and energy conservation. “Through
greater awareness and personal motivation consumers could be encouraged to switch
their allegiance to products and services with less packaging and sustainable production
practices and sourcing.” (Sloan, Legrand, & Chen, 2014)
The detrimental environmental impacts of waste disposal are significant and in
some cases irreversible. The process which it takes for waste to disintegrate is not only
dangerous due to the generation of explosive methane gas, but also negatively impacts
the environment by contributing to the greenhouse effect. Water contamination is another
concern due to toxic substances from waste disposed within landfills leaching into ground
water destructively disturbing the earth’s ecosystem. Furthermore, human exposure to
hazardous wastes, whether direct contact or through air pollution from burning toxic
materials, has been known to cause various other diseases such as cancer. Essentially,
reducing waste means saving natural resources and money, reducing energy consumption
and pollution, and ultimately lessening the environmental impact to the Earth. According
to the National Recycling Coalition, “Manufacturing recycled products requires, on
average, 17 times less energy than manufacturing the same products from virgin
materials.” (Department of Waste Mangement University of Massachusetts Amherst,
2006)
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Restaurant projects may pursue Materials and Resources Credit 4 – Recycled
Content as a strategic approach to reduce waste and decrease the need for exhausting raw
materials from nature. The intent of this credit is “to increase demand for building
products that incorporate recycled content materials, thereby reducing impacts resulting
from extraction and processing of virgin materials.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
This credit ensures that restaurants use materials containing recycled content with the
intention that “the sum of the postconsumer6 recycled content plus ½ of the preconsumer7
content constitutes at least 10% or 20%, based on cost, of the total value of the materials
in the project.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
Because postconsumer recycled matter is a consequence of materials that may no
longer be used for their original intent, materials containing postconsumer recycled
content are considered more significant due to the resulting increase of environmental
benefits throughout the course of the products lifespan. “Postconsumer recycled content
is consumer waste, much of which comes from residential curbside recycling programs
for aluminum, glass, plastic, and paper.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) In order to
be considered for credit, the original materials must have served a worthwhile purpose in
the consumer market prior to being reutilized. “Preconsumer (or postindustrial) recycled
content comes from process waste that an industry has sold or traded with another
through the marketplace.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) Examples of
preconsumer recycled content could include sawdust, walnut shells, or additional
publication of newspapers. Reengineered materials however, such as scraps from raw
materials, are able to be reclaimed within the same process that produced them and must
be excluded for this credit. Putting waste, or surplus scraps back into the same
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manufacturing process from which it originated is not considered recycling since it was
not actually diverted from the waste stream. Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
materials as well as specialty items, such as elevators may not be included in the
calculations for this credit due to the high monetary value these items maintain when
compared with finish materials and structural components, which in turn would skew the
calculation results. Furniture and furnishings may be included in the credit calculations
only if they are included consistently with Materials and Resources Credit 3 – Materials
Reuse through Materials and Resources Credit 7 – Certified Wood.

Figure 5. Preconsumer versus Postconsumer Recycled Content diagram. Information retrieved from LEED Reference
Guide for Green Building Design and Construction 2009 Edition. (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)

The points allocated for this credit are based upon minimum percentages of
recycled content of materials used in the project which are calculated based on cost of the
total value of the materials in the project. There are a maximum of 2 points available for
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this credit. If the total value of the materials in the project contain 10% of recycled
content, the project receives 1 point; if the projects total value of the materials contain
20% of recycled content, however, the project will receive 2 points.
Implementation of this credit requires careful research and preliminary planning
to determine accurate percentages of recycled content of the materials used within the
project and can minimize capital expenses. Conducting preliminary calculations during
the design phase of the project can aid in setting appropriate recycled content goals.
Calculating the total materials cost for the project first begins with determining the
recycled-content value and the costs of materials used. Because LEED requires
information for the materials to come from a reliable source, each product specification
should clearly identify the percentage of postconsumer and/or preconsumer recycled
content. To calculate the recycled content value of each material used, the following
equations must be used:
First, calculate the recycled-content value of each material used:

Next, calculate the percentage of recycled content for the project:

If an assembly, such as window systems or composite wood panels that contain multiple
materials or subcomponents are included in the project, the following calculation must be
added to the total value of the percentage recycled content:
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Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) may also be included in recycled
content values if the concrete is recycled from other operations. The recycled content
value of the SCM can be calculated by the mass of the recycled material within the
concrete, not the mass of the entire concrete mix. For example, a restaurant owner wants
to incorporate a concrete bar top that is made of cementitous materials. If 50 pounds of
coal fly ash8 is used per yard of concrete, the fly ash would embody only a small fraction
(5%) of the roughly 1,000 pounds of concrete.
Preliminary planning in addition to careful research and rigorous calculations
make this a time consuming credit to endure. However, incorporating recycled content
materials into the project not only reduces the volume of solid waste and use of virgin
materials benefiting the environment, but also saves cost to the project and utilizes a
product that may potentially outlast its raw material counterpart. “Most recycled-content
products, however, exhibit performance similar to products containing only virgin
materials and can be incorporated into building projects with ease and little to no cost
premium.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
Chapter V: Methodology
5.1 Proposed Study Overview
Over the past two decades, there has been considerable interest and research in
sustainable design and construction. More recently, this movement has begun to
influence the restaurant industry, and some have begun to implement these green
developments into their business operations and design. Yet, to my knowledge, no study
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has thus far been conducted focusing on the performance and waste output to determine
the effects of implementing these sustainable trends into restaurant design and if the
effort is indeed worthwhile to protect the environment from further debilitation while
increasing the owner’s bottom line. The fundamental goal of this study is to determine
the amount of energy consumption used and waste output produced by both LEED
certified restaurants and non-certified restaurants and evaluate the effect each
contributing subject has on the earth’s ecosystem and the stakeholder’s long term bottom
line. This research intends to determine that there is considerable value in assimilating
LEED into restaurant design, with the expectation that it will encourage more restaurants
to engage in this growing practice of sustainable design.
Throughout the progression of the literature review process, there were a number
of research questions presented and a hypothesis was deduced.
Research Questions:
1. What is the disparity of energy consumption and waste creation between LEED
certified restaurants and non-certified restaurants?
2. How does the sustainable design and construction of restaurants effect waste
creation and the levels of carbon dioxide emissions emitted into the earth’s
atmosphere?
3. Which type of restaurants are LEED certified (or becoming LEED certified)
and is there an inconsistency between the type of LEED certified restaurants and
non-certified restaurants?
4. Why aren’t more restaurants LEED certified?
Hypothesis:
1. LEED certified restaurants are more efficient and create less waste than those
non-certified; therefore, implementing energy efficiencies and diverting more
waste from landfills would lower levels of carbon dioxide emissions into the
environment. The function of sustainable efficiencies and waste reduction
techniques, due to LEED certification, result in lowering long term operating
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costs for restaurant owners. The consistency of LEED implementation
throughout specific types of restaurants has yet to be determined by this study,
though fast food and fast casual food restaurants are the most likely to benefit
from LEED certification on account of the sheer volume of these type of chain
restaurants throughout the United States. LEED certification is initially expensive
and requires a considerable amount of additional time and research from the
project team to apply into the design and construction of the restaurant, which
cause many restaurants to abandon LEED applications altogether.
This research will be conducted through a mixed method approach using
qualitative research, by means of case studies and interviews of representatives involved
in the design and construction of the restaurants participating in the study. Quantitative
research methods will be used to acquire data from the participating restaurants with the
purpose of analyzing the information provided by subjects of various LEED certified and
non-certified restaurants. Because of the lack of publicized evidence regarding energy
usage and waste diversion of LEED certified restaurants, it is imperative to obtain
tangible data in order to document and ascertain the proposed negative effects on the
natural environment and the restaurant owner’s bottom line. Supporting information,
such as LEED checklists for each LEED certified restaurant, from the USGBC and LEED
Online will provide additional evidence regarding the type of efficiencies the subject
restaurants implemented into the design and construction of restaurant facilities.
These methods will be employed as investigative factors of circumstantial
reasoning and use figures from LEED certified restaurants and non-certified restaurants
to determine the variances between operating cost, efficiency and waste production. This
information will be vital in determining accurate comparisons between each type of
restaurant design. It will be critical to ensure the records received from each restaurant
and supporting material received from the USGBC and LEED Online are coherent and
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logistical. The primary method of research will fall under correlational research and will
be implemented with the measurement of specific variables using categorical figures,
those received from the subject restaurants participating in the study, to clarify patterns of
relationships.
5.2 Documentation of the Data
An open-ended interview questionnaire was created to survey principle decision
making participants with the purpose of obtaining palpable data from each participating
restaurant in the study. Each participant chosen was required to have contributed in an
integral part of the design and construction of his or her corresponding restaurant. The
restaurants were grouped by size, type and location. The size of the restaurant was
determined by square footage, seating and daily output capacity. The type of restaurant
was determined by service style: fast food, fast casual, or casual dining. While fine
dining is an alternative service style generally found throughout the country, the
researcher decided to conduct this study based on service styles that formulate the
majority of restaurants built and frequented in the United States, therefore allowing a
better opportunity to collect data on a larger scale. The third and final characteristics of
grouping the restaurants was to document the physical location of each restaurant to
ensure comparison of LEED certified restaurants were also found in the same, or similar,
locality as non-certified restaurants, consequently allowing proper comparisons for
energy usage. At minimum, energy usage was obtained from each restaurant during peak
summer months of June through August and peak winter months of November through
January. Waste generation rates of the participating restaurants were calculated by an
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average of pounds/person/day based on the restaurant customer capacity during daily
operations and computed into a yearly total.
It is essential to this investigation to identify the degree of variance in energy
usage and waste production in comparing the design of each LEED certified and noncertified restaurant to establish if, and to what extent, these discrepancies effect the
natural environment. Throughout the course of this research, phone interviews were
conducted to gain an understanding of the reasons why the restaurants chose to, or not to,
become LEED certified and how it affected overall operating costs.
5.2.1 Interview Participants
Casual Dining Restaurant A. (CDR-A)
8500 Square Foot Storefront Restaurant
Location: East Coast, United States
(LEED Gold Certified)
Casual Dining Restaurant B. (CDR-B)
7710 Square Foot Free Standing Restaurant
Location: East Coast, United States
Fast Casual Restaurant A. (FCR-A)
2216 Square Foot Free Standing Restaurant
Location: Midwest, United States
(LEED Platinum Certified)
Fast Casual Restaurant B. (FCR-B)
1621 Square Foot Storefront Restaurant
Location: Midwest, United States
Fast Food Restaurant A. (FFR-A)
2643 Square Foot Free Standing Restaurant
Location: South, United States
(LEED Gold Certified)
Fast Food Restaurant B. (FFR-B)
2925 Square Foot Free Standing Restaurant
Location: South, United States
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5.2.2 Interview Questions
1. Did the owners own any restaurants prior to opening this restaurant?
2. (If Answered “Yes” to previous question) If so, were any those certified green
restaurants? If they were not certified green, why?
3. Who were the participants and/or companies involved in the design concept of
the restaurant?
4. During the design concept of the restaurant, whose decision was it to become
(or not to become) a LEED Certified Restaurant and why?
5. (If a LEED Certified Restaurant) Why did the design team take the extra
initiative to have the building LEED Certified through the USGBC?
6. (If a LEED Certified Restaurant) What were the challenges of designing the
restaurant to be a LEED Certified Building?
7. Of these added challenges of designing a LEED Certified Restaurant, about
how much more time was dedicated toward researching sustainable building
materials/practices?
8. Approximately how much money did the LEED Certification process cost the
company?
9. (If a LEED Certified Restaurant) What aspects of sustainable design measures
were incorporated into the design of restaurant to ensure it was certifiable?
10. Approximately, how much money does your restaurant spend each year on
operating expenses?
11. In order to establish comparable data for certified sustainable restaurants
versus those that are not, would you be able to provide the following information:
On average, how many/much kilowatt hours of electricity, gallons of water and
natural gas does your restaurant consume annually?
12. On average, how much trash (in pounds or tons) does your restaurant generate
annually and how much of that trash is deflected from landfills by recycling
efforts implemented by the restaurant?
13. What supply company does your restaurant use for ordering supplies, such as
paper, plastic and/or Styrofoam products?
14. Approximately how many of each item (cups, straws, forks, spoons, paper
wrappers, bags, etc.) are ordered annually? Please list type and quantity.
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15. What is the most common or popular food menu item ordered daily at your
restaurant?
16. Approximately how many paper/plastic/Styrofoam products are used in
servicing this menu item to customers? Please list which items are used and the
quantity for the most common/popular menu item.
17. How often is the trash collected throughout the day?
18. Does your restaurant provide recycling bins for patrons?
19. (If yes to previous question) Approximately how often are those recycling
containers filled and changed on a daily basis?
20. Does your restaurant purchase carbon credits to offset CO2 emissions? Why
or Why not?
21. Would you recommend other restaurants purchase carbon credits to offset
CO2 emissions or would you recommend an alternative design solution?
22. Would you be willing to release information on the operating costs of the
restaurant for the past two years (2013 & 2014) for the purposes of this study?
Please note, all information will be securely kept confidential. In any sort of
report that is made public in which includes the statistics of proprietary
information, your restaurants identity and information will remain anonymous.
23. Green building practices and implementations have speculated belief that
enhanced workers’ productivity and reduced employee turnover. Could you
provide your restaurants employee turnover rates from the past two years (2013 &
2014)? Please note, all information will be securely kept confidential. In any sort
of report that is made public in which includes the statistics of proprietary
information, your restaurants identity and information will remain anonymous.
24. Do you believe those turnover rates are associated with the fact that the
restaurant is/is not a certified sustainable restaurant? If so/not, why?
25. Why do you think more restaurants are not LEED Certified?
26. Are you aware of any other restaurants, either being built or currently
operating, that are working toward achieving LEED certification at this time?
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5.3 Assumptions and Limitations
This research will presume comparable restaurants grouped together operate the
same number of days per year with similar patron capacity and output. The results of this
study can be suggested to accurately depict the greater restaurant industry throughout the
United States. This analysis will also presume that comparable style, size and location of
restaurants not examined in the study consume similar amounts of energy and therefore
produce analogous levels of carbon dioxide and waste output. The energy usage
collected from each restaurant will be taken from annual energy reports and it is assumed
that each restaurant will be comparable to its counterpart within each group based on the
annual energy usage with the cost of energy as a constant for comparison purposes.
During the time frames of data collected from each of the subject restaurants, the
researcher assumes that the general population of the United States continued to frequent
the participating restaurants as they would normally on a daily basis.
Because each restaurant has different operational procedures it is difficult to
ensure each grouping of restaurants operates exactly the same. Consequently, the
business hours of each restaurant may vary due to operational days off, such as holidays.
Certain restaurants or locations may also not permit business operations on Sundays. By
obtaining the numerical data of energy consumption used on a monthly basis, the
researcher is able to infer the average energy consumption per day as a comparison rate
for the annual energy usage. Additionally, assuming all participating restaurants utilize
the same operational procedures, holidays will be excluded from all calculations for the
purpose of consistency. Locational factors are also found to be limitations of this study
due to the differences in climate and potential of varying temperatures and weather
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conditions from year to year. To minimize this inconsistency, restaurants in similar
geographical locations were chosen for comparison to ensure regularity of energy
consumption.
Chapter VI: Results - Documentation and Assessment of Information
6.1 Casual Dining Restaurant A (CDR-A)
6.1.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 2005, Casual Dining Restaurant A (CDR-A) is an 8,500 square foot,
LEED Gold Certified9 two story restaurant offering farm-to-table type casual dining that
promotes sustainability through agriculture, architecture and high quality locally sourced
natural ingredients grown by the typical American family farmer. Set in a densely urban
neighborhood of one of America’s largest cities on the east coast, the restaurant is situated
within an existing upscale urban office building. The exterior façade matches the
existing building features; the interior, however, highlights the restaurant’s mantra
portraying an updated old wooden farmhouse motif with a mix of both booth and table
seating. The restaurant has many unique interior and exterior elements that include wood
beams, reclaimed white-washed wood walls offset by stainless ribbed steal wall panels,
poured concrete bar tops, recycled material flooring, various LED10 hanging light
fixtures, semi-translucent partition panels inset with green grass blades, and floor to
ceiling exterior glass glazing allowing ample daylighting to flow throughout both levels
of the restaurant. Figure 6 displays the interior of CDR-A.
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Figure 6. Casual Dining Restaurant A Interior Photographs.

The typical hours of operation are Monday through Saturday from 7:00 am until
12:00 am and Sunday from 9:00 am until 10:00 pm. Patrons visiting this restaurant
typically range in business casual dress, and attire that would be appropriate in a
respectable restaurant including jeans and shorts. CDR-A is open 365 days a year and
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can seat up to approximately 264 patrons at peak dining times. At full capacity during
peak dining hours of 11:00 am – 1:00 pm and 6:30 pm – 9:30 pm, the restaurant can
accommodate roughly 1,500 patrons a day and nearly 10,500 per week.
The layout of the restaurant was designed to maximize daylighting by locating the
seating areas near, or within view of the full 2-story window glazing, flooding the interior
with natural light during the day and creating a dynamic intimate setting with ambient
lighting generated by various hanging LED fixtures. The substantial kitchen, located on
the second floor is placed at the back of the restaurant, allowing ample space for areas at
the dishwashing station for 4-stream waste and Energy Star equipment. The restaurant’s
principles regarding sustainability primarily focused on energy efficient mechanical
systems, energy monitoring, energy efficient fixtures, water conservation, the use of
reclaimed and recycled materials, and daylighting in the design of the architecture and
interior design. Figure 7 shows an annotated floor plan of the restaurant’s layout.
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Figure 7 Casual Dining Restaurant A Annotated Floor Plan.

6.1.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems that were installed in CDR-A include: high
efficiency furnace and air conditioning equipment, energy efficient dish washing systems
and an energy monitoring system. Other energy saving features installed in the building
design were high efficiency lighting, daylighting and increased insulation. CDR-A also
purchases carbon credits through CarbonFund.org to offset some carbon dioxide
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emissions produced by the restaurant annually, reducing the restaurant’s carbon footprint
on the environment. CDR-A achieved the following Energy and Atmosphere credits for
LEED certification: EA Credit 1: Optimize Energy Performance and EA Credit 6: Green
Power.
The energy and gas consumption data for CDR-A are shown below in Figure 8.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of CDR-A was derived from the
restaurant’s performance report during the LEED certification process and from the
restaurant’s yearly energy statement. All calculations are based on energy use from April
2006 through March 2007 and represent actual measured performance. During this
timeframe, CDR-A’s annual energy use totaled 4,336,132 kBtu: 3.7 therms per square
foot used for gas and 44.6 kWh per square foot used for electricity.
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Figure 8 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for CDR-A.

Approximately 73% of CDR-A’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 27% to electricity. Since natural gas takes far less energy to extract
from its source to provide to the user than electricity, it is by and large more efficient than
electricity as a natural resource fuel choice. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost
per therm11and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh12. In this case, more
kWh of electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per
square foot; therefore, 60% of the annual energy cost for CDR-A is associated to
electricity consumption and only 40% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a
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higher rate, the electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the
rate of kWh versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost for
CDR-A equates to $61,285.
6.1.3 Recycling Documentation
During the construction of CDR-A, the design and construction team
implemented a strict recycling plan to reduce the waste stream created during the process
of construction for the restaurant successfully diverting over 75% of construction waste
from the landfill. The stakeholders also chose to incorporate recycled content materials
throughout the project, such as, reclaimed wood, stainless steel wall panels and concrete
bar counters for interior finishes, therefore reducing the impacts that result from
extracting and processing virgin building materials. Typically for reclaimed or reused
steel products, no actual recycled content information is available. Because “many steel
products contain 90% or higher recycled content if manufactured by the electric arc
furnace process”, (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009) the USGBC has assumed a
default recycled content for steel products to be 25% postconsumer. Because the
construction and design team were able to include the use of various recycled materials
within the project, they were able to achieve a minimum of 10% of the total value of all
materials used in the project that contained post-consumer and pre-consumer recycled
content. CDR-A achieved the following Materials and Resources credits for LEED
certification: MR Prerequisite 1: Storage and Collection of Recyclables and MR Credit 4:
Recycled Content.
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6.2 Casual Dining Restaurant B (CDR-B)
6.2.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 2013, Casual Dining Restaurant B (CDR-B) is a 7,710 square foot one
story casual dining restaurant focused on providing a relaxed family-friendly atmosphere,
while enjoying fresh local food prepared by an award winning chef. CDR-B is not a
LEED certified restaurant. Located in an urban neighborhood of one of America’s most
visited cities on the east coast, the restaurant is a stand-alone building with an exterior
façade analogous to the surrounding urban environment. The interior atmosphere of
CDR-B features the restaurant’s laid-back style with ship lath wood used on the walls,
floors, on and around the bar area as well as the ceiling, and offers a mix of booth, table
and outdoor seating. The kitchen, bar and restroom areas feature ceramic tile flooring.
The restaurant has many unique interior and exterior elements in addition to the
abundance of wood used throughout the restaurant’s interior. Beautifully refinished
wooden garage doors placed on the wall provide a rustic elegance to the space.
Dimmable incandescent lantern fixtures hang throughout the restaurant while
incandescent track lighting illuminates the bar area. Large flat-screen T.V.’s placed above
the bar area surround the perimeter of the bar. Throughout the restaurant, large metal
ceiling fans descend from the ceiling allowing additional circulation of air from the
expansive vaulted ceiling space. Large windows framing the rear wall of the restaurant
let in sufficient daylight into the dining area for patrons to view the picturesque scenery
outdoors. Figure 9 displays the interior elements of CDR-B.
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Figure 9 Casual Dining Restaurant B Interior Photographs.

The typical hours of operation for CDR-B are Sunday through Thursday from
11:00 am until 12:00 am and Friday and Saturday from 11:00 am until 2:00 am. Patrons
visiting this restaurant typically range in business casual to relaxed dress attire that would
be appropriate in a respectable restaurant including jeans and shorts. CDR-B is open year
round and can seat up to approximately 240 patrons at peak dining times. At full capacity
during peak dining hours of 11:00 am – 1:00 pm and 6:30 pm – 9:30 pm, the restaurant
can accommodate roughly 1,200 patrons a day and nearly 8,400 per week.
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The layout of the restaurant was designed to create a comfortable and relaxed
atmosphere, one patrons would find similar in its comfort level to their own homes. The
1,285 square foot kitchen, located at the forward corner of the building, provides ample
space for cooking equipment and allows easier accessibility for food service deliveries
from the parking lot. The intent of the design of the restaurant was to represent the
restaurant’s heritage in the urban neighborhood. The restaurant primarily relies on
materiality to represent the restaurant’s heritage in the urban neighborhood, which
included reclaimed interior materials such as, ship-lath wood panels and refinished
wooden garage doors; the restaurant owners, however, did not focus on energy efficient
mechanical systems, maximizing daylighting or incorporating the use of energy efficient
fixtures. Figure 10 shows an annotated floor plan of the restaurant’s layout.

Figure 10 Casual Dining Restaurant B Annotated Floor Plan.
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6.2.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems that were installed in CDR-B include: an HVAC
system that supports a high-efficiency kitchen hood with variable exhaust; the overall
system, however, uses an outdoor-air make-up unit. This system uses a separate heating
and cooling unit to condition the interior air for temperature and humidity. Due to the
large volume of outside air that is needed to replace exhaust air in this commercial
kitchen, this HVAC system would not be considered efficient. The kitchen maintains
standard, non-energy efficient commercial appliances, dishwashing and refrigeration
equipment. Standard commercial grade ceiling fans were installed intermittently
throughout the restaurant to support air circulation from the air vents located in the
ceiling. The lighting throughout the restaurant consists of dimmable incandescent light
fixtures, which have a 2% lifespan and use 10% more energy compared to LED fixtures.
(Nu-Way Systems and Design Recycle Inc., 2010)
The energy and gas consumption data for CDR-B are shown below in Figure 11.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of CDR-B was derived from the
restaurant’s annual energy statement. All calculations are based on energy use from April
2014 through March 2015 and represent actual measured performance. During this
timeframe, CDR-B’s annual energy use totaled 4,063,149 kBtu: 3.0 therms per square
foot used for gas and 68 kWh per square foot used for electricity.
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Figure 11 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for CDR-B.

Approximately 60% of CDR-B’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 40% to electricity. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost per
therm and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh. In this case, more kWh of
electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per square
foot; therefore, 74% of the annual energy cost for CDR-B is associated to electricity
consumption and only 26% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a higher rate, the
electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the rate of kWh
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versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost for CDR-B
equates to $68,850.30.
6.2.3 Recycling Documentation
CDR-B does not actively participate in a recycling program; the restaurant,
however, makes an effort to purchase recycled products, such as napkins and other paper
products used for food service on the condition that the products are cost effective.
Reclaimed and recycled materials were installed as interior finishes of the restaurant,
reducing the demand for virgin materials; however, the quantity of recycled and
reclaimed materials used throughout the construction of the restaurant is unknown and
therefore cannot be quantified.
6.3 Fast Casual Restaurant A (FCR-A)
6.3.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 2008, Fast Casual Restaurant A (FCR-A) is a 2,216 square foot one
story LEED Platinum Certified13 stand-alone casual restaurant that promotes food with
integrity and prides itself on responsible sustainable building design to mitigate negative
impacts of a restaurant on the environment. FCR-A values offering high-quality, and
when available, locally sourced, natural ingredients raised responsibly with respect for
animals, the land on which food and livestock grows, and the farmers that grow it. Set in
a Midwest urban neighborhood, the restaurant is a stand-alone building with its own onsite renewable energy source, a 6-kilowatt wind turbine, that provides power for lighting
the restaurant. Additionally, the design of the building included a focus on customer and
employee health by maximizing indoor air quality and using low-emitting and non-toxic
products and materials throughout the restaurant. The interior features of FCR-A include
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long-lasting, mercury-free LED lamps that aid in reducing energy usage and lower
cooling loads on the heating ventilation air condition (HVAC) system. Additionally, an
energy management system was installed to control the lighting; the system switches
lights on only when needed in the restaurant, and monitors the wind turbine, water heater,
hood and exhaust over cooking equipment and HVAC assembly unit. The interior design
highlights recycled raw materials, such as plywood and stainless steel ribbed sections
used as wall material, and exposed piping and ductwork and frame ceiling for a simple
yet stylish industrial look. Floor to ceiling exterior window glazing allows daylighting to
flood through the restaurant allowing patrons to enjoy the connection with nature while
enjoying their meals. Figure 12 displays the interior of FCR-A.
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Figure 12 Fast Casual Restaurant A Interior Photographs.

The typical hours of operation for FCR-A are Monday through Sunday from
11:00 am until 10:00 pm. Patrons visiting this restaurant range in their attire, typically
sporting casual to relaxed apparel that would be appropriate in a respectable restaurant
including jeans, t-shirts, shorts and sandals. FCR-A is open year round, with the
exception of major holidays and can seat up to approximately 82 patrons in the main
dining area of the restaurant and 24 patrons on the outdoor patio at peak dining times. At
full capacity during peak dining hours of 11:00 am – 1:00 pm and 5:30 pm – 8:30 pm, the
restaurant can accommodate approximately 1,060 customers a day for 30 minutes of sit
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down dining at a time and nearly 7,420 per week. These calculations do not include togo diner orders.
The layout of the restaurant was designed for transparency, allowing customers to
view the organic, fresh ingredients in a space thoughtfully considering natural elements.
The interior elements include exposed wood, sleek and basic industrial design features
and and a combination of stools for quick bites and tastefully lit table seating that
encourages other diners to stay and linger to enjoy their food. The spacious kitchen area
allows the labor flow a more effective use of space, and operates with less energy than a
standard fast casual restaurant due to the installation of state-of-the-art energy efficient
cooking equipment. The production of food is also easier on the staff with line type
serving for customers. The restaurant’s principles regarding sustainability primarily
focused on energy efficient mechanical systems, on-site renewable energy, energy
monitoring, energy efficient fixtures, low-emitting and non-toxic interior materials and
finishes, the use of reclaimed and recycled materials, and daylighting in the design of the
architecture and interior design. Figure 13 shows an annotated floor plan of the
restaurant’s layout. (Note: furniture placement in plan does not reflect the current layout
of the restaurant’s interior.)
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Figure 13 Fast Casual Restaurant A Annotated Floor Plan.

6.3.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems that were installed in FCR-A include: high
efficiency furnace, variable frequency fans, drives, motors (on hood exhaust fan and
makeup air unit) and an energy monitoring system. Other energy saving features
installed in the building design were: an increase in ventilation rate (36%-60% more than
required by ASHRAE 62.1-2004), high efficiency lighting powered by on-site wind
turbines, daylighting, daylight sensors, occupancy sensors, increased insulation, reflective
roofing materials, high performance insulating glass (with double and triple panes), and
interior and exterior window shading. FCR-A achieved the following Energy and
Atmosphere credits for LEED certification: EA Credit 1: Optimize Energy Performance
and EA Credit 6: Green Power.
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The energy and gas consumption data for FCR-A are shown below in Figure 14.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of FCR-A was derived from the
restaurant’s performance report during the LEED certification process. All calculations
are based on energy use from April 2009 through March 2010 and represent actual
measured performance. During this timeframe, FCR-A’s annual energy use totaled
1,268,885 kBtu: 4.4 therms per square foot used for gas and 42.2 kWh per square foot
used for electricity. Note: these figures do not include energy generated by the on-site
wind turbine as this information was not available at the time of measurement.

Figure 14 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for FCR-A.
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Approximately 77% of FCR-A’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 23% to electricity. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost per
therm and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh. In this case, more kWh of
electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per square
foot; therefore, 54% of the annual energy cost for FCR-A is associated to electricity
consumption and only 46% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a higher rate, the
electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the rate of kWh
versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost for FCR-A
equates to $16,686.48.
6.3.3 Recycling Documentation
FCR-A’s recycling program is heavily influenced by the availability of recycling
in the region which the restaurant is located. For example, in the larger metropolitan
areas, the company has begun to encourage customers by implementing sorted recycling
for composting and paper waste streams because those efforts are now being supported
by waste haulers in those more populated areas. FCR-A specifically implements a
recycling program for cardboard, which is a waste stream generated by the kitchen
operation and for glass, which is a waste stream generated by customers. Additionally,
all of the products FCR-A uses to package the food to serve to the customer, such as,
bowls, forks, spoons, napkins, cups and straws are composed of post-consumer recycled
materials, meeting the 20% recycled content for LEED credit under Recycled Content.
During the construction of FCR-A the construction team implemented a plan to
divert as much construction and demolition debris from the landfill and were able to
recycle and divert 75% of the project’s construction waste. 25% of fly ash was also used
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as a recycled material in the concrete used on the project. Fly ash is a byproduct from the
combustion of coal and has, in the past, been viewed as a waste material and therefore
disposed of in landfills. However, fly ash has been proven to improve concrete
performance, making it stronger, more durable, and more resistant to chemical attack.
Additionally, because fly ash displaces cement use, it reduces the need for cement
production (a major energy user and source of greenhouse gas emissions) and conserves
landfill space. FCR-A achieved the following Materials and Resources credits for LEED
certification: MR Prerequisite 1: Storage and Collection of Recyclables and MR Credit 4:
Recycled Content.
6.4 Fast Casual Restaurant B (FCR-B)
6.4.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 2003, Fast Casual Restaurant B (FCR-B) is a 1,621 square foot one
story stand-alone casual restaurant that offers high quality ingredients to its patrons that
are freshly prepared in the restaurant daily and contain no MSG or added hormones,
steroids or preservatives. The company describes the reduction of their environmental
impact as including their serving ingredients like grass-fed steak, grain-fed pork, local
produce and organic tofu. FCR-B is not a LEED certified restaurant and is situated
within a mixed use commercial building located in a dense urban area of the Midwest.
The interior features of FCR-B include ceramic tile flooring, fluorescent and
incandescent pendant and track lighting in the main dining areas that illuminate the
brightly colored painted walls, where both booth and table seating is offered. A floor to
ceiling insulated glass storefront adorns the front of the restaurant where most of the
daylighting enters the space, while three smaller windows located in the main seating
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area allow patrons a place to view the outdoors while enjoying their meal. FCR-B offsets
the lack of daylighting coming into the restaurant during evening hours of operation by
installing more incandescent lighting throughout the restaurant. Much of the culinary
equipment for cooking and preparing the food for line service is made behind the scenes
in the main kitchen area, where much of the equipment is considered energy efficient and
meets the minimum guidelines of building construction codes for commercial cooking
equipment imposed by the Department of Energy. Additional stainless steel cooking
appliances are located directly behind the employee servers for warming and immediate
heating of specific food items from the menu. Incandescent can lighting over the food
service line area and translucent Plexiglas separating the customer from the service line
allows patrons to view the food being put-together in front of them, for customization of
their meal. The flow of service is quite straightforward, where the customer places an
order almost immediately when arriving into the restaurant, follows the food line down to
customize the order, then pays to receive their order at the back of the restaurant which
connects into the main dining area. The drywall dropped ceiling camouflages the heating
and cooling vents and returns, while ceiling mounted fans are dropped sparingly just
below the air vents to aid in air circulation. Figure 15 displays the interior of FCR-B.
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Figure 15 Fast Casual Restaurant B Interior Photograph.

The typical hours of operation for FCR-B are Sunday through Thursday from
11:00 am until 9:00 pm and Friday through Saturday 11:00 am until 10:00 pm. Patrons
visiting this restaurant typically range in their attire, typically sporting casual to relaxed
apparel that would be appropriate in a respectable restaurant including jeans, t-shirts,
shorts and sandals. FCR-B is open year round, with the exception of major holidays and
can seat up to approximately 82 patrons in the main dining area of the restaurant at peak
dining times. At full capacity during peak dining hours of 11:00 am – 1:00 pm and 5:30
pm – 8:30 pm, the restaurant can accommodate approximately 820 customers a day for
30 minutes of sit down dining at a time and nearly 5,740 per week. These calculations do
not include to-go diner orders.
The layout of FCR-B was designed to create a comfortable yet exciting
atmosphere, with colors as spicy as the food they serve. The condensed kitchen, located
at the rear of the restaurant, provides sufficient space for cooking equipment away from
the service line, and additional cooking equipment directly behind the service line
provides an ease of accessibility for line employees at time of service. The focus of the
design of the restaurant was to exemplify FCR-B’s passion for fresh and healthy food in a
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fun and exciting way; however, the design did not incorporate energy efficient
mechanical systems, the use of recycled or reclaimed materials or the use of energy
efficient fixtures. Figure 16 shows an annotated floor plan of the restaurant’s layout.

Figure 16 Fast Casual Restaurant B Annotated Floor Plan.

6.4.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems installed in FCR-B include an HVAC system
which introduces outdoor air into the kitchen through a make-up air unit. This system
uses a separate heating and cooling unit to condition the interior air for temperature and
humidity. Due to the large volume of outside air that is needed to replace exhaust air in
this commercial kitchen, this HVAC system would not be considered efficient. The
kitchen maintains standard commercial dishwashing and refrigeration equipment that
meets the minimum energy guidelines for the Department of Energy. Due to the lack of
daylighting during evening operations, the restaurant installed incandescent lighting
throughout the main dining area, kitchen and service line, which have a 2% lifespan and
use 10% more energy compared to LED fixtures.
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The energy and gas consumption data for FCR-B are shown below in Figure 17.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of FCR-B was derived from the
restaurant’s yearly energy statement. All calculations are based on energy use from April
2014 through March 2015 and represent actual measured performance. During this
timeframe, FCR-B’s annual energy use totaled 1,122,066 kBtu: 4.0 therms per square
foot used for gas and 93 kWh per square foot used for electricity.

Figure 17 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for FCR-B.

Approximately 58% of FCR-B’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 42% to electricity. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost per
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therm and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh. In this case, more kWh of
electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per square
foot; therefore, 74% of the annual energy cost for FCR-B is associated to electricity
consumption and only 26% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a higher rate, the
electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the rate of kWh
versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost for FCR-B
equates to $19,662.73.
6.4.3 Recycling Documentation
FCR-B does not actively participate in a recycling program. In fact, out of all
food packaging materials purchased by FCR-B such as, paper, foil, plastic forks, spoons,
napkins, cups and straws, only the napkins are made up of post-consumer recycled
materials. The interior finishes are all made up of virgin materials and the lighting
throughout the restaurant consists of incandescent pendant and track lighting.
6.5 Fast Food Restaurant A (FFR-A)
6.5.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 2011, Fast Food Restaurant A (FFR-A) is a 2,643 square foot one
story LEED Gold Certified14 stand-alone casual restaurant located in a dense urban
neighborhood of the South that highlights surrounding mixed use properties and
entertainment. FFR-A believes in serving the community one customer at a time and
treats customers and employees with honor, dignity and respect. FFR-A has become one
of the largest quick service restaurant chains in the United States. Their goal: partnering
with suppliers who grow and produce food in the safest, efficient and environmentally
sustainable way possible. Promoting social responsibility, the restaurant endorses serving
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food without antibiotics, meaning the restaurant does not allow their suppliers to add
antibiotics or ionophores (which are commonly used to prevent intestinal illness in
animals) to the feed, water or any commercial vaccines for the animals raised. In
addition to the food standards put in place, FFR-A has established a very strict auditing
process that includes the re-certification and maintenance of certification in order to be an
approved supplier.
In addition to the company’s social responsibility, the overall design of the
restaurant focuses on environmental stewardship by maximizing indoor air quality and
use of low-emitting and non-toxic products and materials throughout the restaurant to
emphasize customer and employee health. As a result, FFR-A has 30 percent more fresh
air than a conventional fast food restaurant. Water usage has also been a focus of
conservation for the restaurant and consequently, the restaurant installed low-flow
fixtures in the restrooms as well as the kitchen and constructed an underground cistern
that collects rainwater for use in landscape irrigation, resulting in a reduction of water
usage by 40 percent. The interior features of FFR-A highlight natural daylighting in the
dining area and kitchen accompanied by luminous white walls, ceiling, recycled
countertops and LED recessed-can and pendant lighting that illuminate the energetic
space. The restaurant offers a versatile combination of booth, table and bar-top seating in
the dining areas of the restaurant. The kitchen, located behind the order counter, in
typical fast food fashion, is outfitted with energy efficient appliances such as energy star
refrigeration motors, faucet water restrictors, and HVAC thermostat controls reducing
energy use by 14 percent annually. Figure 18 displays the interior of FFR-A.
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Figure 18 Fast Food Restaurant A Interior Photograph.

The normal hours of operation for FFR-A are Monday through Saturday from
6:00 am until 10:00 pm. The restaurant is closed on Sundays. Patrons visiting this
restaurant typically range in their attire, from casual to relaxed apparel including jeans, tshirts, shorts and sandals. FFR-A is open year round, with the exception of major
holidays and can seat up to approximately 74 patrons in the main dining area of the
restaurant at peak dining times. At full capacity during peak dining hours of 11:00 am –
1:30 pm and 5:00 pm – 8:30 pm, the restaurant can accommodate approximately 1776
customers a day for 15 min of sit down dining at a time and nearly 10,656 per week.
These calculations do not include to-go or drive-thru orders.
The layout of FFR-A was designed to create an easily maneuverable space for
customer traffic flow, yet, encourage diners to stay and enjoy their meal in a comfortable
climate controlled trendy space. The restaurant’s principles regarding sustainability
primarily focused on energy efficient mechanical systems, water conservation, energy
monitoring, energy efficient fixtures, low-emitting and non-toxic interior materials and
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finishes, the use of recycled materials, and daylighting in the design of the architecture
and interior design. Figure 19 shows an annotated floor plan of the restaurant’s layout.

Figure 19 Fast Food Restaurant A Annotated Floor Plan.

6.5.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems that were installed in FFR-A include: a high
efficiency furnace and air conditioning system, variable frequency fans, drives, motors
(on hood exhaust fan and makeup air unit) and an energy monitoring system. Other
energy saving features installed in the building design were: an increase in ventilation
rate, high efficiency lighting, daylighting, daylight sensors, occupancy sensors, increased
insulation, reflective roofing materials, and high performance insulating glass. FFR-A
achieved the following Energy and Atmosphere credit for LEED certification: EA Credit
1: Optimize Energy Performance.
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The energy and gas consumption data for FFR-A are shown below in Figure 20.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of FFR-A was received from the
restaurant’s most recent yearly energy statement and verified by the restaurant’s
performance report during the LEED certification process. All calculations are based on
energy use from April 2014 through March 2015 and represent actual measured
performance. During this timeframe, FFR-A’s annual energy use totaled 1,553,510 kBtu:
4.2 therms per square foot used for gas and 53.4 kWh per square foot used for electricity.

Figure 20 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for FFR-A.
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Approximately 71% of FFR-A’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 29% to electricity. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost per
therm and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh. In this case, more kWh of
electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per square
foot; therefore, 61% of the annual energy cost for FFR-A is associated to electricity
consumption and only 39% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a higher rate, the
electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the rate of kWh
versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost for FFR-A
equates to $22,333.35.
6.5.3 Recycling Documentation
FFR-A does not actively participate in a recycling program due to the availability
of recycling in the region which the restaurant is located; however, over 20 percent of the
building material budget for FFR-A was spent on products with recycled content.
Specific materials containing recycled content were included in the design features
throughout the dining area, such as recycled tile flooring and stainless steel. In addition,
more than 50 percent of construction waste was diverted from the landfill. All cardboard
and foam cups used during every day operations in providing meals to the customer are
made up of polystyrene15 and are being recycled in the restaurant reducing the
restaurant’s landfill volume by 40 percent. FFR-A achieved the following Materials and
Resources credits for LEED certification: MR Prerequisite 1: Storage and Collection of
Recyclables and MR Credit 4: Recycled Content.
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6.6 Fast Food Restaurant B (FFR-B)
6.6.1 Restaurant Overview
Opening in 1992, Fast Food Restaurant A (FFR-B) is a 2,925 square foot one
story stand-alone casual restaurant whose purpose is to provide delicious experiences
with a variety of high-quality proteins and innovative side dishes. The restaurant service
features a unique blend of quick service speed combined with the quality of customized
meals, similar to fast casual restaurants. All 3,400 locations are non-LEED certified
restaurants and are owned and operated by franchisees. FFR-B is located in a Southern
dense urban neighborhood amongst mixed use commercial properties.
The interior characteristics of FFR-B are what one would find in a standard fast
food American restaurant: monochrome ceramic tile floors, and gray laminate cabinetry
with a slight addition of colored porcelain tiles at the order/checkout counter. The stark
white dropped ceilings accommodate the fluorescent lighting and conceal HVAC
ductwork throughout the restaurant. The booth and table seating offered to dine-in
customers consists of an outdated style and are composed of powder coated heavy metals,
laminate and maroon vinyl seat cushions. The exterior walls, however, feature floor to
ceiling window glazing to allow daylighting to flood the dining area, creating an open
feel to an otherwise insignificant dining space.
The kitchen cooking equipment is located behind the service counter prep station,
obscured from the customer’s view. Heat lamps and other food warming and prep
equipment line the space directly behind the order service counter, built for efficiency of
providing the customer with quick service. Figure 21 displays the interior of FFR-B.
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Figure 21 Fast Food Restaurant B Interior Photographs.

The normal hours of operation for FFR-B are from 10:00 am until 10:00 pm seven
days a week. Patrons visiting this restaurant typically range in their attire, from casual to
relaxed apparel including jeans, t-shirts, shorts and sandals. FFR-B is open year round
and can seat up to approximately 72 patrons in the main dining area of the restaurant at
peak dining times. At full capacity during peak dining hours of 11:00 am – 1:30 pm and
5:00 pm – 8:30 pm, the restaurant can accommodate approximately 1728 customers a day
for 15 minutes of sit down dining at a time and nearly 12,096 per week. These
calculations do not include to-go or drive-thru orders.
The focus of the design of the restaurant was to exemplify FFR-B’s expedited
service of their signature protein packed sandwiches, resulting in very direct and basic
interior design features; however, the restaurant designers did not incorporate energy
efficient mechanical systems, the use of recycled or reclaimed materials or the use of
energy efficient fixtures. Figure 22 shows an annotated floor plan of the restaurant’s
layout. (Note: furniture placement in plan does not reflect current furniture layout of
restaurant interior.)
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Figure 22 Fast Food Restaurant B Annotated Floor Plan.

6.6.2 Energy & Gas Documentation
The HVAC and energy systems installed in FFR-B include: an HVAC system
which introduces outdoor air into the kitchen through a make-up air unit. This system
uses a separate heating and cooling unit to condition the interior air for temperature and
humidity. Due to the large volume of outside air that is needed to replace exhaust air in
this commercial kitchen, this HVAC system would not be considered efficient. The
kitchen maintains standard, non-energy efficient commercial dishwashing, cooking and
refrigeration equipment.
The energy and gas consumption data for FFR-B are shown below in Figure 23.
The documentation of the energy and gas consumption of FFR-B was derived from the
restaurant’s yearly energy statement. All calculations are based on energy use from April
2014 through March 2015 and represent actual measured performance. During this
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timeframe, FFR-B’s annual energy use totaled 2,081,524 kBtu: 4.1 therms per square foot
used for gas and 96 kWh per square foot used for electricity.

Figure 23 Actual energy and gas consumption with cost data for FFR-B.

Approximately 58% of FFR-B’s annual energy use is attributable to gas
consumption and 42% to electricity. The cost of natural gas is measured by cost per
therm and the cost of electricity is measured in price per kWh. In this case, more kWh of
electricity per square foot were used than the amount of therms of natural gas per square
foot; therefore, 74% of the annual energy cost for FFR-B is associated to electricity
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consumption and only 26% is due to gas use. Though the cost of gas is a higher rate, the
electricity expenses outweigh the cost of gas for annual usage due to the rate of kWh
versus the amount of therms consumed. The overall annual energy cost of FFR-B
equates to $36,562.50.
6.6.3 Recycling Documentation
FFR-B does not actively participate in a recycling program. All of the food
packaging materials purchased by FCR-B such as, paper, foil wrappers, plastic forks,
spoons, napkins, cups straws and napkins are composed of virgin materials and contain
no evidence of post-consumer recycled materials. The interior and exterior finishes of
FFR-B are also fabricated from virgin materials and no known recycling program was
implemented during the time of construction.
Chapter VII: Examination of Findings
7.1 Comparison of Energy and Gas Data
The energy and gas data collected from all six participating restaurants was
gathered from information provided from interviews with principle decision makers
regarding the design and construction of each participating restaurant. The data was
compiled into data tables for evaluating the comparison of each respective restaurant
grouping.
7.1.1 CDR-A and CDR-B Comparison
The annual energy and gas consumption data and annual energy cost figures for
both CDR-A and CDR-B was compared based on the overall energy usage per square
foot. Figure 24 shows each restaurant’s information collectively to identify the
comparison of annual energy use and cost comparison differences. Because CDR-A is a
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larger restaurant by square footage calculations, it is expected to assume CDR-A uses
more energy than CDR-B; however, according to the annual energy use per square foot
calculations, CDR-B uses 17 kBtu more energy than CDR-A annually, resulting in an
annual cost difference of $7,565.30, saving CDR-A approximately $75,653 over the
course of a 10 year timespan. This data indicates that CDR-A is a more energy efficient
restaurant than CDR-B.

Figure 24 Annual Energy Use and Cost Comparison of CDR-A and CDR-B.

7.1.2 FCR-A and FCR-B Comparison
The annual energy and gas consumption data and annual energy cost figures for
both FCR-A and FCR-B was compared based on the overall energy usage per square
foot. Figure 25 shows each restaurant’s information collectively to identify the
comparison of annual energy use and cost comparison differences. Because FCR-A is a
larger restaurant by square footage calculations, it is expected to assume FCR-A uses
more energy than FCR-B; however, according to the annual energy use per square foot
calculations, FCR-B uses 119 kBtu more energy than FCR-A annually, resulting in an
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annual cost difference of $2,976.25, saving FCR-A approximately $29,762.50 over the
course of a 10 year timespan. This data indicates that FCR-A is a more energy efficient
restaurant than FCR-B.

Figure 25 Annual Energy Use and Cost Comparison of FCR-A and FCR-B.

7.1.3 FFR-A and FFR-B Comparison
The annual energy and gas consumption data and annual energy cost figures for
both FFR-A and FFR-B was compared based on the overall energy usage per square foot.
Figure 26 shows each restaurant’s information collectively to identify the comparison of
annual energy use and cost comparison differences. Because FFR-B is a larger restaurant
by square footage calculations, it is expected to assume FFR-B uses more energy than
FFR-A. According to the annual energy use per square foot calculations, FFR-B uses 124
kBtu more than FFR-A annually, resulting in an annual cost difference of $14,229.15,
saving FFR-A approximately $142,291.50 over the course of a 10 year timespan. This
data indicates that FFR-A is a significantly more energy efficient restaurant than FFR-B.
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Figure 26 Annual Energy Use and Cost Comparison of FFR-A and FFR-B.

7.2 Comparison of Recycling Measures
Each participating restaurant was evaluated on the type of recycling measures
employed in the course of construction and during daily restaurant operations. The
findings for each restaurant are compared by their respective restaurant type below in
Figure 27.

Figure 27 Recycling Comparison by Restaurant Type.
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Additionally, the percentage of waste diversion from landfills, shown in Figure
28, was calculated based on information obtained from the interview questions and
documentation received from the LEED checklists for each of the LEED certified
restaurants.

Figure 28. Percentage of waste reduction comparison by restaurant type.

Lastly, the waste generation rates of the participating restaurants was calculated
by an average of pounds of waste created per person daily. The figures shown in Figure
29 were based on the restaurant capacity during daily operations and include daily
implemented recycling measures within the restaurant as well as the post-consumer
recycled materials used in food service and packaging.
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Figure 29 Total daily waste generation comparison. Calculation rates are based on data received from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. (United States EPA, 2012)

7.2.1 CDR-A and CDR-B Comparison
Neither CDR-A nor CDR-B implement a recycling program during daily
operations in the restaurant, yet, both allocated recycled and/or reclaimed materials
within the interior finishes of the building. CDR-A implemented a recycling program
during construction, successfully diverting 75% of construction materials from the
landfill and uses over 10% of post-consumer recycled materials for food service and
packaging. CDR-B did not apply a recycling program during construction and though
CDR-B claims to make an effort to purchase post-consumer recycled materials for food
service, no evidence could be supplied to support this claim and therefore could not be
quantified within this study.
According to the waste generation data in Figure 29, CDR-A serves
approximately 300 more patrons per day. However, the total waste generated rate of
CDR-A is 985.5 pounds less than that of CDR-B, which equates to saving over 180 tons
of trash from accumulating annually in a landfill.
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7.2.2 FCR-A and FCR-B Comparison
FCR-A implemented a recycling program throughout the course of construction,
diverting over 75% of construction waste from the landfill. FCRA-A also incorporated a
recycling program during daily operations within the restaurant, utilized recycled
materials on the interior and exterior of the building, and uses over 20% post-consumer
recycled materials for all food service and packaging. FCR-B did not implement any
recycling measures or utilize recycled materials during construction, does not participate
in any recycling program or purchase any post-consumer recycled materials for food
service and packaging.
According to the waste generation data in Figure 29, FCR-A serves approximately
240 more patrons per day. However, the total waste generated rate of FCR-A is 573.78
pounds less than that of FCR-B, which equates to saving over 105 tons of trash from
accumulating annually in a landfill.
7.2.3 FFR-A and FFR-B Comparison
This comparison showed the greatest variance of all three restaurant types.
Neither FFR-A nor FFR-B implement a recycling program during daily operations in the
restaurant. However, FFR-A implemented a recycling program throughout the course of
construction, diverting over 50% of construction waste from the landfill, utilized recycled
materials on the interior and exterior of the building, and uses over 20% post-consumer
recycled materials for food service and packaging. FCR-B did not implement any
recycling measures or utilize recycled materials during construction, and does not
purchase any post-consumer recycled materials for food service and packaging.
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According to the waste generation data in Figure 29, FFR-A serves approximately
48 more patrons per day. However, the total waste generated rate of FCR-A is 2,512.37
pounds less than that of FCR-B, which equates to saving over 459 tons of trash from
accumulating annually in a landfill.
7.3 Findings
Throughout the course of this study, it was found that each of the LEED certified
restaurants consumed less energy annually than the non-LEED certified restaurants.
Figure 30 shows the annual energy use per square foot for each restaurant. In each
restaurant comparison grouping, the LEED certified restaurants proved to consume less
energy per square foot. Consecutively, the LEED certified restaurants average
consumption was 87 kBtu less than the non-LEED certified restaurants. Over the course
of 5 years, the energy savings would average approximately 435 kBtu for the three LEED
certified restaurants combined, which is equivalent to 95.5 metric tons of carbon dioxide,
or 34.2 tons of waste sent to a landfill, in reference to greenhouse gas emissions.

Figure 30 Total annual energy use per square foot
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Subsequently, since each LEED certified restaurant consumed less energy, the
annual cost of energy use was also below the cost of energy consumed by the non-LEED
certified restaurants. Figure 31 illustrates the total annual energy cost for each restaurant
based on energy usage per square foot. In each comparison case, the LEED certified
restaurant spent less on energy than the non-LEED certified counterpart, therefore,
improving the total bottom line of the LEED certified restaurants. Overall, the LEED
certified restaurants saved an average annual cost of $8,256.90. Over the course of 5
years, that cost would calculate to be over $41,000 in combined savings for the three
LEED certified restaurants.

Figure 31 Total annual energy cost based on energy consumed per square footage

The greatest energy cost savings was found in the comparison between FFR-A
and FFR-B, where FFR-A saved $14,229.15 (Figure 32). If FFR-A chose to certify
merely 20 of its chain restaurants throughout the United States to LEED standards, the
annual cost savings would be over $280,000 significantly improving the bottom line for
the company.
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Figure 32 Total Annual energy cost comparison between FFR-A and FFR-B.

Measuring the waste production of each restaurant proved more difficult within
this study, given the actual waste production rates of each restaurant were unavailable.
Therefore, the average waste generation rates retrieved from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency were used as a guideline and the figures were based on a daily average
of waste in pounds per person and calculated by restaurant customer capacity during
daily operations. For the purposes of this study comparison, both recycling efforts
implemented on a daily basis within the restaurant, as well as post-consumer recycled
materials purchased by restaurants used on a daily basis were included in the calculations.
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Figure 33 Daily waste generation rates per restaurant.

In each comparison case study, the LEED certified restaurants served more
patrons and generated less daily waste than the non-LEED certified restaurants (Figure
33). The results of this analysis depict a clear understanding that LEED certified
restaurants create less waste than non-LEED certified.
Additionally, because recycled materials have differing market costs and a
quantifiable list of materials could not be provided for this study, a cost analysis could not
be performed for the percentage of recycled content materials purchased by each
restaurant. However, the data received regarding the recycling processes and procedures
during construction as well as daily operations for each restaurant facilitated in the
evaluation and provided comprehensive quantifiable figures. This study found that only
the LEED certified restaurants participated in a recycling program during the course of
construction and those restaurants diverted an average of 67% of construction waste from
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the landfills and waste streams (Figure 34) and diverted an average of 17% of waste
created monthly from daily operations by utilizing recycled content materials (Figure 35).

Figure 34 Average construction waste from the LEED certified restaurants diverted from landfills.

Figure 35 Average monthly waste diverted from the LEED certified restaurants during operations diverted from
landfills.
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In general, the LEED certified restaurants consumed less energy and produced
less waste into the waste stream than the non-LEED certified restaurants, resulting in less
carbon emissions output and an increase of annual energy cost savings improving the
restaurants’ profit margin.
Chapter VIII: Conclusion
8.1 Overview
This study set out to evaluate and provide an in depth understanding of how
integrating sustainable aspects into restaurant design affects business stakeholders,
occupants, general community and the environment. By using the USGBC LEED 3.0
Building Design and Construction guidelines as a standard of measure, this study
specifically focused on the energy performance and recycling methods and procedures of
LEED certified restaurants versus non-LEED certified restaurants. Within the past few
years, an increase in awareness of corporate environmental responsibility has surfaced in
the restaurant industry, and some have taken advantage of this opportunity to become
pioneers in green restaurant design, ultimately providing the industry and the USGBC
with applied research findings for future development. This continued research shows
the transformation of how restaurants are designed from purely functional spaces to
building environments that support environmental responsibility.
Using this previous research as a basis for the study, specific design aspects of the
built environments of LEED certified and non-LEED certified restaurants were identified
to determine if, in fact, implementing green design practices into the design of restaurants
proved more energy efficient and created less waste, ultimately reducing negative
impacts on the environment and the restaurant stakeholder’s bottom line.
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8.2 Summary and Examination of Investigation
In order to identify the effects of implementing LEED certification in restaurant
design, six restaurants, three LEED certified and three non-LEED certified, grouped by
service style type and location were examined and evaluated. For comparison purposes,
the restaurants were classified by service style: fast food, fast casual or casual dining. A
LEED certified restaurant and a non-LEED certified restaurant located in a similar
geographical location of each other were chosen for each service style category. The
consistency of the physical location of the restaurants in each grouping was essential to
ensure the energy consumption rates were reliable for comparison.
Through the use of a mixed-method approach using qualitative and quantitative
research methods, this study acquired data from the participating restaurants to determine
accurate comparisons between each type of restaurant design and the effects on the
environment of those which implemented LEED certification. The data was categorized
and evaluated according to each restaurant grouping. In all three groupings, the LEED
certified restaurants proved to consume less energy and create less waste than the nonLEED certified restaurants, resulting in less carbon emissions output and annual cost
savings for the LEED certified restaurants.
8.3 Conclusion
Overall, this research supports the researcher’s hypothesis that LEED certified
restaurants are more efficient and create less waste than restaurants that are not LEED
certified. The results of this study indicate LEED certified restaurants consume less
energy and produce less waste into the environment’s waste stream, and lower operating
costs for business stakeholders which increases their financial gain. With this study
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proving consistent results across all three restaurant types, it can be concluded that due to
the reduction of energy consumption and waste production, LEED certified restaurants
also facilitate in the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions into the Earth’s atmosphere
preventing further negative impacts to the environment. Designers and restaurant
stakeholders have a responsibility to recognize sustainable attributes which incorporate
smart design concepts that may reduce a restaurant’s carbon footprint and enhance the
image of the restaurant’s environmental stewardship within the community.
Currently, LEED certification is considered a recent trend in the restaurant
industry where only a small number of restaurants have taken the leap to become LEED
certified. Because LEED certification is initially expensive, due to the extensive amount
of additional time and research to implement sustainable measures into restaurant design,
the researcher assumes this as a cause for why more restaurants have not pursued LEED
certification. The consistency of which types of restaurants generally employ green
practices has yet to be determined in the restaurant industry. However, this study
determined that the restaurant type most likely to benefit from LEED certification was
fast food chain restaurants. Given the high volume of restaurants located throughout the
country, the annual energy efficiency and waste creation of LEED certified fast food
restaurants, compared to the non-LEED certified restaurant competitors, would save a
substantial amount of energy and prevent further waste from ending up in the landfill,
resulting in significant cost savings for restaurant owners. However, the key to
implementing green initiatives into fast food restaurants is that they don't just benefit the
environment, but also benefit the companies that employ them. As an increasing number
of restaurants discover the profit potential in becoming LEED certified, it will only
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become easier for consumers to cut down on their own waste and become more
environmentally responsible, therefore, creating a healthier environment for future
generations.
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APPENDIX A
LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations Project Checklist

Figure 36. LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations Project Checklist. Source: www.USGBC.org
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Footnotes
For the purpose of this research, a “stakeholder” is defined as “any group or individual who can
affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984).
Stakeholders are people who have any interest, positively or negatively that may be impacted by
the restaurant in some way.
2
LEED for Core & Shell is used for “projects in which the developer controls the design and
construction of the entire core and shell base building (e.g., mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and
fire protection systems) but has no control over the design and construction of the tenant fit-out.”
(U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
3
Open electricity markets are also referred to as deregulated markets, which permit electricity
providers to compete and sell electricity directly to the consumers.
4
In a closed electricity market, states enroll a governing utility company with a Green-eaccredited utility program that the building owners must use.
5
“The waste stream is the overall flow of waste from the building to a landfill, incinerator, or
other disposal site.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
6
“Postconsumer material is defined as waste material generated by households or by commercial,
industrial and institutional facilities in their role as end-users of the product, which can no longer
be used for its intended purpose.” (U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
7
“Preconsumer material is defined as material diverted from the waste stream during the
manufacturing process. Reutilization of materials (i.e., rework, regrind or scrap generated in a
process and capable of being reclaimed within the same process that generated it) is excluded.”
(U.S. Green Building Council, 2009)
8
Fly ash is considered a preconsumer recycled content material that is made up of a solid residue
resulting from the incineration process and may be used as a substitute for Portland cement in
concrete.
9
LEED Gold Certification under the USGBC rating system requires a project to obtain 60-79
points in addition to meeting the credit prerequisites for each category and minimum program
requirements for the 2009 rating guidelines.
10
LED stands for "light emitting diode." A diode is an electrical component with two terminals
which conduct the electricity only in one direction. LEDs have proven to be the most efficient
bulbs available. Energy Star--rated LEDs use at least 75 percent less energy than traditional
incandescent bulbs and last 25 times longer, according to the U.S. Department of Energy.
(Department Of Energy , 2015)
11
A therm is a measurement for a unit of heat equivalent to 100,000 Btu.
12
The symbol kWh stands for kilowatt hour and represents a unit of energy that is equal to 1,000
watt-hours or 3.142 kBtu. The symbol Btu stands for British thermal units, which measures heat
energy. Each Btu equals the amount of heat needed to raise one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit. The prefix of “k” stands for 1,000, which means that a kBtu is equivalent to 1,000 Btu.
13
LEED Platinum Certification under the USGBC rating system requires a project to obtain a
minimum of 80 points in addition to meeting the credit prerequisites for each category and
minimum program requirements for the 2009 rating guidelines.
14
LEED Gold Certification under the USGBC rating system requires a project to obtain a
minimum of 60 and maximum of 79 points in addition to meeting the credit prerequisites for each
category and minimum program requirements for the 2009 rating guidelines.
15
“Polystyrene is a petroleum-based plastic made from the styrene monomer. Most people know it
under the name Styrofoam, which is actually the trade name of a polystyrene foam product used
for housing insulation. Polystyrene is a light-weight material, about 95% air, with very good
insulation properties and is used in all types of products from cups that keep your beverages hot or
cold to packaging material that keep your computers safe during shipping.” (Green Restaurant
Association, 2015)
1

